


RESULT OF START UP COMPETITION

Eco-social entrepreneurships

All the participant teams at the last day of the project they presented an
eco-social business plan, some presented it with a power point, some with

an oral presentation and some with photos and examples.



ITALY 

We are a group of young people that want change in
their area and we are proposing a private

transportation system that works completely with eco
friendly means of transportation that will lead in a

pollution free environment with less traffic and less
chaos in the streets.









CROATIA

 Re use the trash in your home to make a new home.
We are a company operating in the area of   Osijek, 
we are engaged in the reconstruction of materials
 so that they can be used again in the construction of 
houses and buildings. Our main goal is to reduce the production of new materials and
thus reduce energy consumption and contribute to the preservation of the environment.
Eco co offers a pick up service that will come in your house for old materials, then do their
processing and sale it for reuse. This company is made up of a team of people who use
their knowledge to make changes in their local community. So pick up your phone and
call us. By investing in eco co, you help local entrepreneurship, contribute to saving
natural resources and invest in a healthier environment. With us the future is bright.





ESTONIA

SOLAR PANEL PLAN

 We are a private company that rents out solar
panels. Provides clients in remote areas with
opportunity to get cheap and eco-friendly

electric energy solving to a certain extent national
energetic dependency issue.

 





SPAIN ECO-TIRES

MOVING TOWARDS
CHANGE

 

We are the first Spanish company making a new eco world
 using recycled tires that are abandoned in dumps. 
With them, we have decided to create new materials
The very first one would be the retreatment of the 
pneumatics. We will have an eco-factory in where we will
 fill the tires with new rubber. We also want to use these 
materials to make asphalt. Our main goal will be to sell the rubber in little pieces so that
the government companies that work in making roads won’t have to buy other more
contaminant materials. We also thought about another  way of contributing to the
reduction of the big dumps. We will transform the rubber into soles for shoes. We could
make a partnership with an ecological shoe brand in order to create a sustainable footwear.







BULGARIA Urban Planting
Enterprise

We are an enterprise that focuses on
giving back life to the city and to

people with less working opportunities
that are trying to reintegrate

themselves back into society  through
planting trees, designing rooftop

gardens and building urban parks. In
this way we are improving the  

 community and the quality of our life
in the city. 





ROMANIA

 

We are enthusiastic young people who want to raise awareness to the
illegal deforestation in our country and protect the natural habitat of the

Romanian forests with the help of the local producers, influencers.
Our vision is to save the trees by making a connection between the forests

and the people. 
We offer an online and an offline (market) platform where the local

producers can sell their products  and services all over the country and
also can connect with other buseinesess.








